MEGUIAR'S PRODUCTS

MEGUIAR'S CLASSIC

SWIRLX - Car Guys are constantly asking how to best remove swirl marks/spider webs/holograms to restore crystal clear reflections and have a flawless, show-car shine. SwirlX Swirl Remover effortlessly removes swirl marks while improving color and clarity. SwirlX can be applied by hand or with our DA Polisher, and is a non-abrasive formula that gently smoothes away micro-fine swirl marks so you can have a flawless finish on all paints. 16 oz. P/N 09-02357 ...................... $8.50

3-pk .............. P/N 09-02354 ........ $6.50

Prices Subject to Change Without Notice

MEGUIAR'S ENDURANCE AEROSOL TIRE SPRAY

Our best performing, longest lasting aerosol! Endurance is a significant advancement in tire protection technology. Proprietary macromolecules and copolymers protect against UV damage and tire browning. The end result is that your tires stay black — with a rich, dark, high-gloss shine — for weeks longer than ordinary tire-shine products. See for yourself why Endurance is the enthusiast’s favorite for high-gloss shine that lasts! Quantity: 15 ounces. P/N 09-03440 ...................... $9.50

MEGUIAR'S HOT RIMS METAL POLISH

Meguiar's® Hot Rims™ Metal Polish is formulated to quickly restore dull metals to a brilliant mirror-like finish. With advanced SMAT (Super Micro Abrasive Technology) you will get a significant cut and a fine finish without scratching or micro marring that is safe and effective on all uncoated metals and chrome. Hot Rims Metal polish will also provide amazing results by hand or paired with Meguiar’s Hot Rims Wheel Polisher. 10 oz. P/N 09-05343 ...................... $8.60

SUPREME SHINE® MICROFIBER TOWEL

Meguiar's® Supreme Shine® is an incredibly plush microfiber towel for producing swirl free, mirror-like results. The thick, deep, dual-sided microfiber pile absorbs two times more than traditional Terry towels providing fast and easy wipe off with less strokes. 3-pk ................. P/N 09-02354 ...................... $6.50

MEGUIAR'S NXT GENERATION

NXT GENERATION® TECH WAX® 2.0 - NXT Generation® Tech Wax® 2.0 is a scientific breakthrough that introduces a new dimension of gloss and protection. This improved formula produces unbelievably deep, vibrant color and a dramatically clear wet-look. New Hydrophobic Polymer Technology™ provides relentless water beading and protection against oxidation, corrosion, UV rays and surface degradation. “Hydrophobic” means “water-fearing” and this new breakthrough technology builds such incredible protection and surface tension that water beads up and just glides off your paint finish, wash after wash! Liquid.................................. P/N 09-02328........ $11.70

AERO WASH WAX MOP KIT

Wash Wax Mop Kit: ALL you need to get started with the New Waterless Wash Wax Mop. The Wash Wax Mop was specifically designed for aircraft and is the only mop with two sides. One wet and one dry. Now you can waterless wash and wax with the reach and leverage of an extension pole. This allows you to clean a much larger area faster and with less effort, all from the safety of the ground. No ladder needed. Customers report time savings up to 50% over waterless hand application. Simply spray Wash Wax ALL on the Wet Side of the mop, wipe the aircraft with the wet side, flip the mop over, and wipe dry with the dry side. Includes: (1) Mop head with two (2) Microfiber Mop pads, (1) Deluxe Mop Pole, (1) Pack of four (4) Microfiber Mop pads, (1) Pack of four (4) Aero Towels (1) Gallon of Wash Wax ALL, (1) 16oz spray bottle, (1) 16oz Wash Wax ALL (Degreaser), (1) Aero Scrubber Pad with Handle and an Aero Bag to store and carry the kit. P/N 09-03502.......................... $199.95

Replacement Waterless Mop Pads (4) ........... P/N 09-03503............ $29.95

PERMASHINE BUMPER AND CLADDING COAT TEXTURED PLASTIC RESTORER

PermaShine is designed to protect new textured plastics from fading and to restore the appearance of faded textured plastics. PermaShine will provide permanent protection and gloss enhancement for textured TPO plastics, and it sticks so well that a pressure washer cannot blow it off. PermaShine can be applied by spray gun or roller for added convenience. Features: • There is nothing else on the market that works like PermaShine - it is totally unique. • Permanently restores the appearance of faded textured plastics; not the quick-fading shine that silicone dressing provide. • PermaShine’s adhesion to textured plastic is so good that it cannot be blasted off with a pressure washer. 1-1/2OZ Aerosol .................... P/N 09-02408 ........ $21.50

Quart .......................................... P/N 09-02407 ........ $59.95

Gallon .......................................... P/N 09-02406 ........ $199.95
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